Built on solid foundations.

For over four decades, KWP has been one of the world’s leading manufacturers of premium building products. We are committed to continuing to refine business strategies and activities that meet the needs of the enterprise today. KWP is dedicated to protecting, sustaining and enhancing natural resources that will be required in the future.

The wood we use to manufacture our Eco-side® collection contains 100% pre-consumer recycled content. KWP products are Eco-consciously manufactured with quality additives that increases strength, rigidity and durability while lessening our carbon footprint.

Easy to work with and stunning to look at, Eco-side® siding and trims are fit for any design.
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Eco-side®

**RUSTICS**

The Rustic Collection brings a timeless, natural beauty to any architectural style. With a captivating color contrast of two-tones, your home will surely be the showstopper in your neighborhood.

Eco-side®

**BOLD**

The beauty, authenticity and warmth of wood siding but with a modern twist. Eco-side® BOLD provides a distinctively dramatic style with rich, warm colors that will endure through the years.

Eco-side® BOLD is available in 6” & 8” woodgrain.

Eco-side® Rustics are available in 8”.

For the most accurate color representation. Please use official KWP color chips.
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Eco-side®

**Primed**

Eco-side® Primed embodies the authenticity of cedar lap siding.

- Long lasting durability
- Quick and easy installation
- Low maintenance

Pre-primed for a superior paint adhesion.

Stringently tested for extreme weather conditions.

Available also in:

Eco-side® Primed

For the most accurate color representation, please use official KWP color chips.

Visit our website and upload an image of your home to see how our Rustic collection will look on your home.
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www.kwpproducts.com
Eco-side® SMOOTH
Delivers the warmth and beauty of traditional wood in the silky smooth finish of engineered wood. Easy to work with and stunning to look at, smooth siding is fit for any design.

Eco-side Smooth is available in 8".

For exclusive color schemes that bring your home to life, visit http://www.kwpproducts.com/color-trends

Hampton Shakes
Accent your home with rustic charm.
• Heavy duty 1/2" thickness, 30% thicker than competitive products.
• 7 7/8" wide and 4’ long panels are perfect for accents or total coverage.
• Superior design allows for all nails to be hidden.

Woodbury Staggered Shakes
With the appearance and charm of authentic cedar shakes, Woodbury Staggered Shakes are the perfect accent for any home. They are ready to mix and match with Eco-side® siding and trims. Woodbury Staggered Shakes are pre-primed for superior paint adhesion.

For the most accurate color representation, please use official KWP color chips.

www.kwpproducts.com
Stratford Vertical Siding & Soffit

Elevate your home’s exterior by adding the luxury and warmth of engineered wood soffits. The perfect complement to your siding.

Stratford’s primary application is as a soffit panel, however, it can also be used as siding and can be installed horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

No matter how it’s used, it will add tremendous curb appeal to any home.

For the most accurate color representation, please use official KWP color chips.

Venting Strip
Provides a continuous air flow to provide superior ventilation under the soffit

Install Horizontally or Vertically

Enhance the beauty of any home design.

Trim Board & Corners

KWP engineered wood trim board adds the perfect finishing touch for all your windows and doors.

- Won’t crack, split or rot.
- Available in a variety of sizes and thicknesses.
- Unparalleled warranty.

Trim Board
For windows and doors as an architectural accent.
Length per piece 12’ [144”]

Mitred 1 Piece Wood Corner
Add an outside corner post for more architectural details.
Length per piece 10’ [120”]

Available in various thicknesses and widths. Please contact your local KWP representative for full availability.

www.kwpproducts.com
At KWP, we take pride in delivering a low-maintenance, esthetically pleasing product. Our painting process plays a huge role in providing the authentic look of wood without any of the upkeep.

Here’s our secret:

- A sealant is applied at the pressing of the panel, ensuring superior adhesion between our first coat of primer and the substrate.
- Next, we have our 3-coat painting process: 1 coat of primer and 2 top coats. We use an industrial exterior latex paint, formulated specifically for our application process.
- State-of-the-art temperature controlled air drying equipment is used versus oven-baked. We do this to maintain the maximum level of flexibility of the paint. This is key to avoid damages to the paint film.

KWP Technology at a Glance

- Building green is easy with Eco-side®. Using 100% recycled content, Eco-side® is FSC certified and can contribute points to LEED projects.
- Resistant to termite damage, rotting, cracking and splitting, Eco-side® is engineered to last.
- Using state-of-the-art engineering and manufacturing techniques, Eco-side® is 50% lighter than fiber cement siding, making the panel easier than ever to handle.
- Available in 6" and 8" widths* with a 3/8" thickness. Length available in Eco-side® is 12' and Eco-side® smooth in 13'4". *
- Once installed, Eco-side® nail hem is covered, eliminating the need for painted nails and ensuring a fresh clean look all around.
- Upside down or right side up, Eco-side® can be installed however you please.

* Not all colors are available in both sizes
Eco-side®
Engineered Wood Siding

NATURE AT ITS BEST...
All KWP wood products and accessories are backed by a worry-free, KWP 50/25 year warranty.

www.KWPproducts.com

Eco-side® is a registered trademark of KWP Inc. All rights reserved.
Important: Specifications and colors are subject to changes without notice. Please refer to actual color chips for accurate color representation.